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The New York Art Residency and Studios (NARS) Foundation is delighted to announce the opening of Artistic Developments: Artists and 

the language of real estate, a group exhibition curated by Katherine Gressel,  winner of the 2015 NARS Emerging Curator Program 

Open Call. 
 

The past decade’s real estate boom has seen alluring photos, renderings and descriptions of existing and future properties become 

ubiquitous in both public and virtual space. These promise a luxurious, productive lifestyle in up-and-coming neighborhoods. According to 

curbed.com, one-third of 2013 NYC real estate buyers “made purchases based solely on floor plans and renderings in developments 

that'll take years to complete.” Artistic Developments will feature artists appropriating the techniques of real estate advertising in order 

to comment on the state of development in NYC and beyond.  The work touches upon such topics as gentrification, overdevelopment, 

and the psychology of an American dream tied to home ownership. Yet in contrast to previous exhibitions on these themes, Artistic 

Developments will explore the at times humorous or subversive intersection of art and a specific real estate vocabulary. 
 

Cheryl Molnar and Martin McCormack appropriate and mimic planners’ mega-proposals, questioning their motivations and 

impacts. Molnar’s collages and brochures juxtaposing old and new Greenpoint architecture reflect the artist’s weighing of pros and cons 

of gentrification in the neighborhood she has documented for over 10 years.  Employing cheerful “corporate speak” and a dry boardroom 

aesthetic, Martin McCormack’s mock urban planning proposal for a “Freedom Heights” residential tower feeds into debates over 

affordable vs. contextually appropriate housing. 
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Sonya Blesofsky explores redevelopment on a smaller scale, through an actual restoration of the NARS gallery physical space to 

suggest how a developer might enhance its “industrial chic” components.  Becky Brown’s cluttered 3-D reconstruction of Stuyvesant 

Town’s "classic kitchen" (where Brown spent her childhood and only a fraction of original rent stabilized tenants remain) alludes to the 

reality of having to pay increasingly more for increasingly smaller spaces. 
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Sam Holleran and Leslie Kerby consider the role of people in real estate marketing.  Holleran’s blown-up versions of digital stock 

images of people used to “populate” architects’ renderings examine the race and class archetypes used to "sell" these plans. Leslie 

Kerby’s painted portraits coupled with real estate ad copy point to a trend of “properties being described as aspirational…a thing that 

defines you—a selfie so to speak.” Also sympathetic to the individuals behind advertisements, Lisa Dahl’s fake real estate listings display 

tells the imagined stories of foreclosed homes that are literally “under water.” 
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Daniel Bejar similarly addresses the (sometimes false) promises of an American dream. He altered signs on vacant commercial 

properties in Brooklyn and Upstate NY, which originally read "commercial land for lease," to say "promised land for lease." He aims to 

“expose and question…illusions of upward mobility in the midst of financial crises, Wall Street corruption, predatory home lending, and 

an ever-increasing wealth gap.” 

- Katherine Gressel, Curator 
     

NARS Foundation 

201 46th Street, 4th Floor 

Brooklyn, NY 11220 

Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday: 12-5pm and by appointment 
 
The New York Art Residency and Studios (NARS) Foundation is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit arts organization committed to supporting emerging and underrepresented 

artists and curators on a local and international level. The annual Emerging Curator Program offers an opportunity for a young-in-career curator to present a group 
show and fresh curatorial ideas at the NARS Foundation Gallery. The aim of the program is to encourage new dialogue and to create a platform for curators and artists 
to experiment and exchange ideas.  

For further information, please contact us at www.narsfoundation.org / info@narsfoundation.org / 718-768-2765. 
 

 
 

NARS programs are made possible in part through the generous support from Con Edison and with public funds from the New 

York State Council on the Arts, administrated by the Brooklyn Arts Council.
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